Tim Fielding

Avid Offline Editor
Profile

Tim is a speedy and versatile editor who is happy to work alone and make editorial
decisions or work alongside and take the lead from a producer. Since going freelance a few
years ago he is now highly sought after - he has a great technical knowledge, works well
under pressure and is always has a positive cheerful attitude!
*WINNER Broadcast Young Talent Awards in Editing 2014*

Credit List
“The Circle” Series 2. Reality. Big Brother meets Facebook in this game based around
social media with the concept that "anyone can be anyone in The Circle". Throughout the
series, contestants live in the same building, but are never allowed to meet competing for
a cash prize by getting the most likes and followers. Studio Lambert for Channel 4
“Love Island” Series 4 & 5. Reality. Caroline Flack returns to paradise with a group of
hopeful singles, looking for love and the summer of their lives. To remain in their luxury
surroundings, contestants must couple up and win the hearts of each other and the public,
as they ultimately decide who stays on Love Island and who goes. ITV
“All Together Now” Series 1 & 2. 2 x 60min. In this large scale primetime entertainment
singing contest series with a twist, host, Comedian Rob Beckett, meets a range of talented
singers who take to the stage to perform in front of The 100 - a unique panel of musical
experts and performers from all over the UK. If any of The 100 like what they hear, they
can stand up and join in. The greater the number leap to their feet and sing along, the
higher the contestant’s score. Remarkable Television for BBC One.
“I’m a Celebrity, Get Me out of Here” Series 17 & 18 of popular long-running reality
series presented by Ant & Dec featuring celebrities living in the jungle, without creature
comforts and competing in challenges to win. ITV
“X Factor” Series 14 & 15. With seasoned judges Simon Cowell, Louis Walsh, Sharon
Osbourne and Nicole Scherzinger on the panel. The hopefuls must make it through two sets
of auditions, including closed-room auditions with the judge.. Thames for ITV
“Britain’s Got Talent” Series 11, 12 and 13. Including the ‘All Star Champions’ spin off.
Popular talent show presented by Ant and Dec with a celebrity panel of judges; Simon
Cowell, Amanda Holden, Alesha Dixon and David Walliams.
Thames for ITV
“Pitch Battle” Fact-Ent prime time studio show. Superstar singer Kelis and the nation’s
favourite choir master Gareth Malone judge rival musical groups from across the land as
they compete head-to-head over a series of choral challenges including Pitch Perfect
inspired sing offs, a soloists challenge and an a capella round. Tuesday’s Child for BBC One.
“I’m A Celebrity- Extra Camp!” Series 14. Spin of show for the popular reality series.
With presenters Vicky Pattison, Chris Ramsey, Stacey Solomon and Joe Swash. ITV for ITV 2

“Naked Attraction” Daring new dating entertainment series that starts where some good
dates might end - naked. Studio Lambert for Channel 4
“Tattoo Fixers” Series 2. Reality documentary series following three of the country's
most talented tattoo artists as they join forces to fix the UK's most shocking tattoo
catastrophes. Studio Lambert for E4
“100% Hotter” Entertaining make-under series which targets people whose style is so
shamelessly awful and in-your-face that you cannot help but stop and stare.
Naked Entertainment for Channel 5
“Grossbusters” Series of 30min factual entertainment programmes following youngsters
that choose to dwell in the country’s most untidy bedrooms. A forensic team swoops in to
carry out a series of tests on the sheets, mattress and wardrobes to show just what a filthy
room they have been living in. Each contributor is encouraged to tidy their room and sign a
pledge to keep it spotless – if they do, they receive a full room makeover; turning their
once disgustingly disorganised room into a clean and tidy palace which they can happily call
home. RDF Television for MTV
“Operation Ouch” 3 x 28min. Series 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. Children’s medical series packed with
incredible facts about the human body. Creating story, editorial and packaging three
shows. BAFTA Winner: Children’s Factual 2013. Maverick for CBBC
“You're Back In The Room” Series 1 & 2. 4 x 60min comedy game show hosted by Phillip
Schofield where five complete strangers work together to complete incredibly simple
challenges. With one twist, all the contestants are hypnotised! Tuesday’s Child for ITV1
“Cinemaniacs” 8 x 30min programmes in a series of magazine shows featuring children as
they learn to make and star in their own movies. Novel Entertainment for CBBC
“Fatonomics” 1 x 60min in a new series fronted by Dr Christian Jessen as he pits two
overweight people against each other in a challenge to lose weight. He will test various
motivational theories behind losing weight with both of the participants, and create diet
and fitness programmes for each of them depending on their lifestyle. Also using a
scientific approach to figure out the best way to diet. Maverick TV for Channel 4
“The Channel” 45 min, 10 part Ob Doc series. Looking at the people who work and live
around or on the English Channel. Ricochet for BBC 2
“Geordie Shore” Series 8 of this reality programme following the antics of young adults
based in Newcastle. Spin off to American’s ‘Jersey Shore’. Lime Pictures for MTV
“World Class Best Bartender 2014” 4 part series that puts a spotlight on the world of
mixology and showcases the world’s best bartenders as they compete for the most
prestigious title in the industry. Princess Productions for International Broadcast
“My Super Sweet World Class” 1 x 30min. An international look at some of the world’s
most extravagant parties. MTV International
“World Class Best Bartender 2014” 4 part series that puts a spotlight on the world of
mixology and showcases the world’s best bartenders as they compete for the most
prestigious title in the industry. Princess Productions for International Broadcast.
“Bizarre ER” Series of 30min programmes exploring some of the most fascinating,
extreme and unusual cases ever to have been presented at British Accident and Emergency
Departments. Maverick for Discovery
“Bizarre Crime” Series 1. 60min programmes. Tells the stories of some of the UK’s oddest
offences through interviews with the police, victims and criminals. Maverick for BBC 3
“My Naked Secret”. Series 2. Tells the stories of people who are hiding physical

abnormalities underneath their clothes and make up. Discovery TLC
“Embarrassing Bodies Live from the Clinic” Series 1. VT’s for the ground breaking live
series where ‘Embarrassing Bodies’ doctors diagnose cases live on air.
Maverick for Channel 4
“Embarrassing Teenage Bodies” Series 1. Show which encourages teens to speak out
about their bodies. Maverick for Channel 4

“Have you got the Balls?” 1 x pilot. Game show where contestants are rewarded with
balls for answering questions correctly culminating in a final bingo-style jackpot draw.
Sold Internationally
“Daily Mix TV” Daily 10min videos for women’s lifestyle premium YouTube channel
including fitness, make up tips and fashion. Unattended work with tight turnarounds
Youtube
“Body Talk Daily” Daily 10 min videos for women’s lifestyle premium YouTube channel
including fitness, dating and celebrity interviews. Unattended work with tight turnarounds.
Youtube
“Renault TV at Cannes Film Festival” Youtube stars ‘Pixiwoo’ head to the Cannes Film
Festival to check out style, fashion and makeup as well as soaking up the atmosphere of the
event. Youtube
“ASOS Student Lowdown” A fast paced 5 part series exploring the fashion and lifestyle in
the different universities across the country. Youtube
“Bizzare ER” Reversioning. Replacing all commercial music and removing add breaks to
make shows seamless. BBC 3
“Superhuman Showdown” Global quest to discover incredible people will abilities that
extend far beyond that of ordinary humans. Discovery
“Britain’s Next Big Thing” This series gives members of the public a chance to supply high
street giants with their next big product, fronted by Dragon’s dead star Theo Paphitis.
“The Model Agency” Observational Documentary fixed rig series with unprecedented
access to the world of modelling. Channel 4
“Island Hospital” Observational Documentary series looking at life in Guernsey seen
through the eyes of the staff who work at the Princess Elizabeth Hospital
NHS Local. Editing contact for the NHS Local website

